Abstract-In this paper, a novel technique is presented for using state observers in conjunction with an entropy source encoder to enable highly compressed telemetry of autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) position vectors. In this work, both the sending vehicle and receiving vehicle or human operator are equipped with a shared real-time simulation of the sender's state based on the prior transmitted positions. Thus, only the innovation between the sender's actual state and the shared state need be sent over the link, such as a very low throughput acoustic modem. The distribution of this innovation can be modeled a priori or assembled adaptively. This distribution is then paired with an arithmetic entropy encoder, producing a very low cost representation of the vehicle's position vector. This system was analyzed on experimental data from the GLINT10 and AGAVE07 expeditions involving two different classes of AUVs performing a diverse number of maneuvers, and implemented on a fielded vehicle in the MBAT12 experiment. Using an adaptive probability distribution in combination with either of two state observer models, greater than 90% compression, relative to a 32-b integer baseline, was achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation U SERS of mobile marine platforms such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) are one of the major beneficiaries of improved acoustic communication capabilities, since the need to move often precludes the use of fiber optic communication tethers. These vehicles are also becoming increasingly "intelligent"; they are outfitted with substantial computational ability and are capable of fulfilling complex mission components or entire missions autonomously; for examples, see [1] - [3] .
For many types of AUV missions, it is required or desirable for the vehicle (here, the sender) to transmit accurate and frequent vehicle position measurements to collaborating vehicles or a human operator (the receiver). For example, oceanographic missions require the position where sensor samples were taken, and collaborative target detection tasks require a history of positions to avoid unnecessary redundant coverage, or facilitate coordinated control maneuvers such as formation flying. Furthermore, as vehicle navigation decisions become increasingly automated, human operators desire increased assurance that their highly expensive vehicles are operating correctly and away from hazards.
This need for vehicle position knowledge can often consume much or all of the available acoustic link's throughput in fielded vehicles. In this paper, a system is devised that uses a matched state observer on the sender and receiver to reduce the position vector to a vector of differences from the modeled state. The probability distribution of these differences is modeled a priori or adaptively built from prior statistics. The resulting distribution is coupled with an arithmetic entropy encoder to provide highly compressed position vectors.
B. Related Work
Much work has been done on understanding the physical channel for acoustic telemetry; see [4] for a review of the last decade. While the focus has been on error-free channel coding and transmission of datagrams, little has been published in the marine domain on source coding of underwater measurements, as evidenced by [5] and a dearth of coverage of source coding in the major underwater networking review papers [6] , [7] .
One exception is Murphy's work [8] , [9] , in which he uses transform compression (e.g., the discrete wavelet transform) to source encode imagery and historical time series of scalar data. While not specifically addressed, one could apply this technique to source encode vehicle state vectors. However, the transform codes provide at best an approximation of the original signal until the entire sequence is received. Furthermore, the performance of the transform compressor improves with longer sequences of data. These limitations make this technique less suitable when near-real-time telemetry of accurate vehicle positions is required, and more suitable for less time-sensitive transmission of previously collected data.
Outside the marine domain resides the closest related work, by Koegel and Mauve [10] . They investigate the information content of a moving urban or highway land vehicle trajectory (defined as a time series of vehicle positions). In this domain, the throughput is much less limited, but the desired number of trajectories to transmit is high. Thus, the ratio of trajectory number to available throughput is similar to the marine domain where we have a small number of trajectories, but a very low throughput link. Koegel and Mauve suggest the use of a Kalman filter for this problem but do not further investigate it, as is done in this paper.
Others have looked at techniques to losslessly encode very large sets of trajectories from terrestrial Global Positioning System (GPS) data, such as the linearization and clustering approach from [11] and the road-network algorithm in [12] . Many of these techniques are focused on the problem of efficiently storing and transmitting full data sets "offline." In the marine domain, it is typically far easier to offload previously collected data sets after vehicle recovery or over electromagnetic wireless links after the vehicle surfaces. Thus, this paper focuses on a technique intended to telemeter real-time or near-real-time data ("online"), which is the more pressing problem for underwater systems due to the highly constrained acoustic link.
II. APPROACH

A. Application/Presentation Network Layers
The goal of this system is to transmit a sampling (at sample period ) of a time series of vehicle positions where
is the Cartesian position of the vehicle with reference to a common known datum, with given as the negative of the vehicle's depth. 1 is quantized to a desired quantity (e.g., 1 m), which is chosen based on the precision needed by the receiver. The work presented in this paper can be considered to reside on the application and/or presentation layers in the open system interconnection reference model [15] .
Position measurements are transmitted as one of two types of messages.
• Full transmissions: The vector which includes the time and full position of the vehicle relative to the experiment datum where (2) This message is used once at the start of each mission to synchronize the states of the sender and the receiver. The time represents the mission start.
• Delta transmissions (3) where . This delta transmission is sent continuously following a full transmission or prior delta transmissions until the vehicle is removed from operation for greater than seconds, after which a full transmission is sent to reinitialize the receiver's state. Determining the values of via state observation is described in Section III. The sample number does not need to be transmitted, assuming the lower layers of the network stack can provide in-order receipt of messages without duplicates. In this case, the decoder simply increments on each message received. The sampled can be reconstructed at time using (4) where is the prior estimate of the state observer extrapolated to discrete time step . Fig. 1 illustrates the process of generating these delta transmissions, and Fig. 2 gives the data flow between the various subsystems presented or used in this paper.
B. Requirements on the Lower Network Layers
As mentioned in Section II-A, the requirement that this encoding system has on the lower networking layers is in-order receipt of packets without duplicates. This can be easily accomplished with "stop-and-wait" (S&W) automatic repeat request (ARQ) along with a single alternating bit to discard duplicates. Specifically, each delta message (or group of messages within a single packet) is transmitted by the sender with a field indicating the sequence number of this transmission; using a modulus of two, this field is a single bit. In this case, each packet is positively acknowledged by the receiver before the next packet is transmitted. If one or more acknowledgments are lost, the sender retransmits the message (after some timeout). In this case, the receiver obtains packets with two identical sequence numbers in a row. The repeated packet is assumed to be a duplicate and is discarded. Such a scheme is suitable for use on an acoustic modem that provides datagram transmission with optional acoustic acknowledgement, such as the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI, Woods Hole, MA, USA) Micro-Modem [17] , which was used for the field results in Section V-C. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows both possible failure modes (acknowledgment lost and message lost).
By using a modulus higher than two, it is possible to have more than one packet "in flight" at once, with a single acknowledgment message confirming receipt of all these packets simultaneously. Packets that were missed are selectively retransmitted ("selective repeat" ARQ) until all the packets are received. The tradeoff here is fewer acknowledgment messages (and potentially lower latency) at the cost of larger delta messages (due to the larger sequence number field of size , in bits). The best choice of ARQ is specific to the goals of the mission and details of the network, and is thus beyond the scope of this paper. For those interested in more detail, Azad et al. [18] explain the aforementioned ARQ strategies and compare their performance in the underwater domain.
III. STATE OBSERVATION
A state observer is typically used in control systems to model the internal state of a system often to apply feedback to stabi- lize the system. Here, a state observer is used in a different way. A model of the system (in this case, a vehicle in 3-D motion) is observed by both the sender and the receiver of the communications link using a reduced set of the data, namely only the previously telemetered . The difference between this reduced model and the (presumably more accurate) output of the vehicle's navigation system (which may incorporate other state observers and filters) is taken. This difference (which can be thought of as an error) is the value used to transmit. This operation is visualized in Fig. 1(a) .
Two state observers were used in this work: a deterministic ("fixed-speed") model and a stochastic model based on the Kalman filter.
A. Fixed-Speed Observer
The fixed-speed model is useful for AUVs that drive at a roughly constant speed in the -plane while underway, which includes most of the torpedo-shaped vehicles such as the Bluefin and REMUS vehicles. This model uses the prior two transmitted Fig. 2 . Data flow for the delta transmission part of the encoding system presented in this paper. Gray blocks are subsystems not presented in this paper. Section III presents the state observers, and Section IV elaborates on the arithmetic entropy encoder. Goby-DCCL is discussed in [16] .
positions to determine the predicted direction of the vehicle's course over ground where (5) The vehicle's last position is extrapolated using this direction at the fixed speed , and this is used as a reference for the difference (or error) to the actual vehicle position to be transmitted, such that (6) For depth, since maneuvers are less predictable, the last difference is used (7) The simplicity of this model means that it is computationally inexpensive thus adding negligible overhead to the limited resources on the vehicle. However, it is not applicable for AUVs that can change their speeds substantially while underway. For this, a general purpose model was developed, using the Kalman filter.
B. Kalman Filter Observer
Assumptions: To keep the model as general as possible for a moving vehicle, the following assumptions were made: ). Both packet loss possibilities are shown: when a packet is lost, it is retransmitted after a timeout (because no acknowledgment is received) and when an acknowledgement is lost, the duplicate is rejected using the sequence number . The timeout should be chosen using parameters of the physical propagation of the acoustic signal to ensure that the original message was truly lost (and not merely delayed).
• motion along each Cartesian dimension is independent of the other dimensions; • the acceleration increment (8) is a normally distributed white noise process in all dimensions with jerk variance . In the target tracking literature, this is referred to as the Wiener-sequence acceleration model [19] . These assumptions are somewhat unrealistic (e.g., motions in and are rarely independent), but serve to capture the dynamics of the vehicle sufficiently for the given task without introducing significant computational overhead or loss of generality.
1) State-Space Model: Given these assumptions, a linear state space is defined as (9) where (10) The dynamics of the vehicle in discrete time are thus given by (11) with state transition model (12) where process noise is normally distributed (13) Given the Wiener-sequence acceleration model chosen above, the noise covariance is given as (14) where (15) 2) Kalman Filter: The Kalman filter [20] is a recursive Bayesian estimator for linear systems with normally distributed noise assumptions. In the marine robotics domain, Kalman filters have been typically used for two purposes: 1) tracking of unknown targets based on noisy and infrequent (often sonar) measurements as in [21] and [22] ; and 2) estimation of the vehicle's navigation solution from a variety of noisy sensors such as gyroscopes, inertial measurement units, pressure sensors, and acoustic sensors (long baseline, Doppler velocity logging, altimeters), such as presented in [23] - [25] .
For this work, the Kalman filter is used to predict the state of the system based on a reduced set of measurements , namely, those measurements that have already been successfully transmitted to the receiver. In a sense, this is similar to the target tracking problem, except that the "target" (the sender) is an AUV controlled by the user of the system. This "target" is tracking itself using only the knowledge that the receiver (who is also tracking the AUV) has. The goal, as previously mentioned, is to efficiently communicate a more accurate state vector with as few bits as possible. The error between the prediction and the measured state of the system (which is typically a more accurate prediction from the sender's navigation system, which may employ various stochastic filters as well) forms the delta transmission vector , also called the "innovation" or measurement residual.
The algorithm presented in this work can be described as a three-step process.
1) Both the sender and the receiver predict the next state vector and a priori estimate covariance where (16) (17) 2) The sender losslessly encodes (Section IV) and transmits the delta vector (18) using the mapping of estimate to measurement state vectors given by (19) This delta vector is then received and decoded by the receiver. At this point, the "true" position of the vehicle can be recovered using (4). 3) Both ends update the filter state vector and estimate covariance with their respective posteriors
using the innovation in combination with the Kalman gain (22) where (23) where is the measurement covariance. The measurement input to the Kalman filter is produced by a process outside this technique (typically the navigation subsystem of the AUV). Thus, it is possible (or perhaps likely) that the process producing is non-Gaussian. In this case, the optimality of the Kalman filter is not guaranteed, and it can diverge completely. Neither of these is detrimental to this system, however. Nonoptimality may show up as an increased cost to encode (though not necessarily when using the adaptive distribution given in Section IV), and divergence causes a new full transmission to be sent (when the state observer exceeds or ), thus reinitializing both the sender and the receiver.
IV. ARITHMETIC CODING
In Section III, a method was discussed for producing a minimal set of (presumed independent) delta values to transmit. A source encoder can now be chosen to compress these differences.
In this work, arithmetic coding was chosen over various alternatives because of two main advantages:
• assuming an accurate model, it produces a nearly optimal encoded bitset; • the modeling process is separate from the coder design.
This allows a single implementation of an arithmetic coder to function on many distinct sources of data. It also allows for various models to be evaluated on the source data without redesigning the coder. The main drawback is that arithmetic coding has a reasonably high computational cost. This is generally not a concern for the underwater vehicle domain since available computing resources typically far outpace the throughput of the acoustic channel.
A. Generating A Source Model
The next step in this process is identifying a suitable model. The full transmissions (2) are encoded using a uniform probability distribution, since the vehicle could reasonably be redeployed anywhere in the operation region. The process of (26)- (28)] used to arithmetically encode and in this work. These models were used to produce the experimental results given in Fig. 7 . Not shown is the uniform distribution given in (24) . mapping the source delta data from Section III is sketched in Fig. 1(b) .
A priori, it seems logical that the probability distribution governing the delta values would be zero mean, since any maneuver that the vehicle performs will have an equal number of negative and positive position differences. For example, see the hexagon in Fig. 1(a) . The negative on the east side will be offset by the positive on the west side. The shape of the distribution is unclear, however, and depends substantially on the maneuvering choices the vehicle makes [tight circles would lead to high error using the dynamic model given in (6); straight lines would be low error]. Thus, the following distributions were compared (all the nonuniform distributions are shown in Fig. 4 ).
• Uniform (similar for and ) (24) where the limits (25) must be determined a priori based on the tolerance for unencodable symbols if the state observer difference exceeds these bounds. In a real system, a symbol can be reserved for out-of-range values, and the encoder reset to send a new "full transmission" [see (2) ] when this occurs. The tighter the bounds, however, the less probability mass is "wasted" on encoding values that will never or rarely occur. • Normal, with variance (26) The standard deviation was chosen so that all possible maneuvers including the "worst case" scenario have about 95% of the probability mass. The "worst case" is where the vehicle makes a 180 turn immediately after the preceding transmission so that . This means that since (27) where is the cumulative mass function of the normal distribution. This distribution is used only in conjunction with the fixed-speed observer (Section III-A).
• Normal, with variance : That is, the variances of the a priori estimate covariance from the Kalman filter. This distribution is used only in conjunction with the Kalman filter observer (Section III-B3).
• Adaptive: This model starts processing the data set with the uniform distribution given above, and then equally incorporates the statistics of all previously transmitted symbols from the relative frequencies of the previously encountered values. Thus, an accurate model of the vehicle's prior positions is built up to encode future positions. At any sample , the model is (28) where is the frequency of the value from all the prior transmissions , except at the start of the experiment where . is a normalizing constant given as (29)
A value of one is added to in (28) so that a given can be encoded before it is encountered (otherwise, such a value could never be encoded). The model is updated after encoding and after decoding so that the sender and the receiver can share the same state.
B. Implementing the Arithmetic Coder
To ensure this work can be easily fielded on AUVs, the arithmetic coder was implemented in the dynamic compact control language (DCCL), part of the Goby2 project [16] . The details of the arithmetic coder were based on the widely used integer implementation by Witten et al. [26] and further clarified in [27] . While the integer implementation is used in the code to avoid underflow, overflow, and precision problems, this paper uses the floating point notation for clarity. This notation involves encoding a range from [0, 1) using normalized probability models.
The mapping from delta values to symbol space [shown in Fig. 1(c) ] is given by out of range end of file (30) with two special symbols: end of file (EOF) used to indicate the end of encoding, and out of range (OOR) used to indicate any value outside . An EOF symbol is not required if the number of messages encoded per packet is arranged between the sender and the receiver ahead of time.
The algorithm for arithmetic coding is well known and will thus not be reprinted here for brevity's sake. However, one innovation was required to conform to the DCCL requirement that decoders consume exactly the same number of bits as the encoder produces. The implementation of an arithmetic coder given in [26] and elsewhere assumes that the decoder can safely read nonsense bits past the end of the file, until the actual EOF symbol is decoded. This will not work with DCCL since extra bits used in decoding end up being taken from those required for the next field in the message and thereby corrupting all following fields. Thus, in the DCCL implementation used here, the decoder tracks both the upper (current bitset followed by all ones) and lower (current bitset followed by all zeros) bounds of the current symbol, adding bits one at a time until the symbol is unambiguously decoded. An example of this process is given in Fig. 5 . Relatedly, the end of the bitstream must be encoded exactly so that the decoder does not leave extra bits in the stream that would corrupt the next field of the message. Witten et al. [26] always use two bits to indicate which middle quarter (either [0.25, 0.5) or [0.5, 0.75)) is wholly contained by the final encoder range. However, when at least one end of the encoder 
V. RESULTS ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Here we will examine the performance of the encoding system developed in the previous sections on transmitting hypothetical messages pulled from two experimental data sets:
• the shallow-water 2010 Generic Littoral Interoperable Network Technology (GLINT10) experiment in the Tyrrhenian Sea containing in excess of 60 h of cumulative dive time with a Bluefin 21-in AUV; • a dive from the Arctic Gakkel Vents expedition (AGAVE07) with a SeaBED AUV performing a survey at 4-km depth. The dive was 21 h in duration.
These two data sets were chosen to contrast significantly different AUV classes performing different missions to demonstrate the broad applicability of this approach. Specific quantities from the experiments and values chosen here for these examples are given in Table I . For the results on these data sets, an error-free physical link without duplicates is assumed for the purpose of evaluating the performance of the encoding system alone. Section VII explores the performance over a more realistic link with nonzero packet loss.
Finally, this system was implemented and run in the field during the 2012 Massachusetts Bay Autonomy Testbed (MBAT12) trial using a Bluefin 21-in AUV and the WHOI acoustic Micro-Modem.
A. GLINT10
The desired transmission in this example is a Cartesian representation of the vehicle's position where
and is the negative of the pressure-derived vehicle depth. UTM is the universal transverse mercator transformation using the WGS'84 ellipsoid [13] , are the vehicle's longitude and latitude, and are the longitude and the latitude of the experiment datum, a reference used for convenience (unrelated to the UTM zone datum).
1) Position Data:
A representative subset of the data used is plotted in Fig. 6 , and represents one AUV performing a variety of data collection and adaptive autonomy missions. The details of the missions are not of interest here, as the goal is to develop a technique for communicating position data regardless of the is the difference between the measurement and the , as given in (18) . As shown here, this difference is the highest following a sharp maneuver. vehicle's mission. As can be seen from Fig. 6(a) , the AUV performed a variety of polygonal excursions interrupted by straight line waypoints. In depth, both profiling "yoyo" and constant depth maneuvers were used. In Fig. 6(b) and (d) , the Kalman filter state vectors are plotted, as well as the measured position of the vehicle from the navigation system. The prior estimate deviates the most when the vehicle maneuvers. This is expected since the causal motion model developed in Section III-B3 has no way to predict these maneuvers, and once they occur, they are tracked as random changes in the vehicle's jerk. A more specific motion model would likely improve the tracking here, but at the cost of loss of general applicability to a variety of vehicles and mission types. In any case, the required causality of the model will always limit the performance of this system to some degree.
2) Encoder Results: Each of the distributions given in Fig. 4 was used with the arithmetic coder discussed in Section IV to encode the data set. The resulting size of each message was recorded and the statistics plotted in Fig. 7(a) , along with the uncompressed 32-b integer as a reference point. The moments of these results are summarized in Table II . As expected, the Gaussian model performed better than the uniform distribution since it makes use of the dynamic models from Section III where low errors are more probable than high errors (the vehicle in general continues on a similar path of motion). However, both of the Gaussian distributions overstate the error significantly from the adaptive distribution, as seen by the difference in standard deviation between the two models in Fig. 4 . Once the adaptive distribution was initialized with sufficient data, it easily outperforms the results using the other distributions. Furthermore, the fixed-speed dynamic model using the adaptive distribution is an improvement of 86% over the widely used compact control language [28] , which uses 61 b to encode a vehicle position in the "MDAT_STATE" message.
Comparing the two dynamic models used, the Kalman filter has a significant edge with the Gaussian distribution since it produces an uncertainty model as part of the state estimation process. For the adaptive distribution, however, the fixed-speed model performs slightly better, especially since it has lower standard deviation due to a smaller number of large (i.e., 16-20 b) messages. 
B. AGAVE07
As with the GLINT10 data set, the vehicle's Cartesian position during AGAVE07 (Fig. 8) was hypothetically transmitted, but this time using the AlvinXY transformation from the latitude and the longitude to and [14] . The size of each delta message was computed for the same types of models as for the GLINT10 experiment; these results are plotted in Fig. 7(b) . In general, the results from the two data sets are similar. There are two main differences: 1) the overall size of the messages generated from the nonuniform distributions is smaller for the AGAVE07 dive than for the GLINT10 trial; and 2) the fixed-speed model outperforms the Kalman filter model on the Gaussian distribution for the AGAVE07 data set.
Both differences are likely due to the difference in vehicle speeds. Since the resolution transmitted (1 m) and time step ( 10 s) were kept constant between experimental data sets, the slower vehicle (Jaguar from AGAVE07) will diverge less from the expected position. The variance of the normal distribution for the fixed-speed model is based on speed. In the case of the AGAVE07 results, this is a narrower distribution, more closely matching the adaptive model than in the GLINT10 case.
C. MBAT12
In this experiment, the technique described in this paper was demonstrated in situ onboard a Bluefin 21-in AUV (the sender) equipped with a WHOI acoustic Micro-Modem [17] . The receiver was a buoy equipped with both a Micro-Modem and a radio link to the research vessel. For comparison, the state of the vehicle was transmitted at each acoustic datagram transmission in addition to the state estimate innovations (with 5 s). Fig. 9 shows the results from a mission during this experiment, which used the Kalman filter state observer coupled with the Gaussian distribution for encoding the delta transmissions. Using the lowest data rate available with the phase shift-keying (PSK) modulation on the Micro-Modem ("rate 1"), only 12.6% of the available data throughput during this mission was used to transmit the state observer innovations (including addressing, duplicate rejection, and byte padding overhead). Thus, using this technique, it is possible to consider telemetry of vehicle positions as a reasonably small amount of overhead on the underwater communications system, rather than its primary purpose as has historically been the case.
VI. ROBUSTNESS
The design of the state observers is intentionally general to reduce the number of parameters to be "tweaked" or "tuned" and thus improve the robustness (for a broad range of maneuvering vehicles). However, there are two major parameters to determine that have values which are not clear a priori: the range of included delta values for the arithmetic entropy encoder [i.e., ] and, when using the Kalman filter estimator, the process noise (embodied in its variance: ) which is used to model all vehicle maneuvers.
The first parameter [i.e., ] is illustrated in Fig. 10(a) , which shows the tradeoff in choosing these bounds. Too tight, and the state observer consistently exceeds the bounds, and a full transmission must be resent to reinitialize both sender and receiver states. However, there is also a small price to pay for making them too loose, which is the small amount of probability mass required for each discrete value with the range of to , taking away mass from all the remaining values, making the more probable values (e.g., Fig. 10 . Using the GLINT10 data set, the performance (in mean size of messages) of this system over a range of parameter values. The contributions to the mean size from the delta and full transmission are shown separately. The values in bold were used for the rest of the analysis in this paper and are also given in Table I ) slightly more costly to encode. However, this cost is small compared to having to reinitialize the states by sending full transmissions frequently. Thus, as is clear from Fig. 10(a) , it is preferable to err on the side of too loose bounds than too tight bounds.
The second parameter was originally chosen using a subset of the experimental data from GLINT10 to determine a reasonable order-of-magnitude value . Fig. 10 (b) shows the overall performance (message size in bits, including full transmissions and delta transmissions) for a wide range of process noise values. This figure shows that the algorithm is robust over about four order of magnitude from to (too low or too high and the filter perpetually fails to track). It is also worth remembering that the fixed-speed tracker does not require this parameterization and is applicable to a large number of classes of AUVs found in the field today.
Finally, by design, the tradeoff for inaccuracy in determining these parameters is not accuracy in the received telemetry, but rather cost (in bits) of sending these data. This means that the receiver is never uncertain about the quality of the data that it has received.
VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON TO TRADITIONAL APPROACH
As mentioned in Section II, the delta technique developed in this paper provides an evenly sampled historical time series Fig. 11 . Performance comparison of traditional "newest when possible" system (full transmission with no retransmits) with the delta state observer technique in the case when a full historical time series is unneeded. Where the curves asymptotically approach infinite cost or latency is the point where the channel is too lossy to transmit all the delta messages. In this case, the desired would have to be increased. (a) Mean cost (in bits) to send a delta message compared to a full message system with no retransmits. (b) Increased latency (over full system with no transmits) for a variety of packet sizes using the ARQ scheme illustrated in Fig. 3. (regardless of packet loss) by retransmitting dropped packets (using ARQ). Such an evenly sampled history is useful for in situ analysis of instrumental data attached to these position messages, or performance evaluation. Since ship time is highly expensive, it is valuable to do as much data analysis and debugging as possible while the vehicle is underway (rather than waiting until the end of the mission).
However, there are times when only the latest position of the vehicle is desired. Traditionally, the latest status message is sent in full without the expectation of acknowledgment. However, does this state observation technique still provide any benefit in this case? Using the experimental results from MBAT12 (Table II) , the simulated mean cost to send a delta message was plotted against the packet loss (modeled as an independent Bernoulli process) as Fig. 11(a) . This metric was computed for a variety of packet sizes, ranging from the full transmission size (55 b) to 32 B (256 b), a commonly used acoustic modem maximum transmission unit (MTU). In addition, a curve representing the traditional system using full transmissions with no retransmission upon loss is provided. Thus, depending on the packet size, this delta-based technique is cheaper (uses fewer bits on average) than a traditional full position system up to packet losses of 65% or higher.
On the other hand, the delta system presented in this paper requires that older innovations be correctly received before newer innovations can be used (otherwise the sender and receiver state observers do not share the same state). This leads to increased latency over the full position system that increases monotonically with packet loss. This excess latency is shown in Fig. 11(b) , and as would be expected, increases monotonically with increasing packet loss. The tolerance for excess latency versus increased message cost (in bits) is mission specific. A hybrid system that switches between this delta technique (for lower packet loss links) and a traditional full system (for higher packet loss links) may be necessary to reach the desired tradeoff of latency versus throughput for a given mission.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A technique for transmitting the position vector of an AUV at relatively high rates at very low cost (in bits) was developed and demonstrated on two experimental data sets and implemented in the field, leading to mean compression ratios as high as 93%. While developed and shown here specifically for sending vehicle position vectors, this technique could be extended to send scalar environmental measurements using sensor data coupled with a static or dynamic ocean model. Also, it could be used to transmit the position of an unknown target by using the target's estimated position (computed using an onboard sonar and signal processing subsystem) paired with a dynamic model of the target's motion.
In the case of lossy networks, this technique still provides a reduced message size, even when only the latest position of the vehicle is desired. However, this system does introduce extra latency due to the need to retransmit old messages before sending new ones. Using the results from MBAT12, we showed that this latency is reasonable (a factor of the sampling period or less) up to 40% packet loss. Such a system is suitable for use with the currently available acoustic modems that provide only on the order of 10 -10 B/min of throughput. This paper shows that continuous telemetry of vehicle position is possible while staying well within the abilities of these modems, allowing for additional mission-specific messaging to take place as well.
